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Have you ever been in a situation where you felt unsafe of your surroundings or people? I

know I have, not only once but twice and in those moments no one was able to help me and felt

defenseless. It's not just women but men as well. In the US, 72% of adults have experienced

harassment themselves or someone else. 52% have a history of getting harassed in the past.

Lastly, 37% have witnessed it happening to others in public. This poll was conducted of 2,000

adults, by the NY Post. I know so many people get home late from school or work or just from

other activities, where they carry self defense gadgets and that's only 18% of people carrying it.

Some of the gadgets that are already out in the market need batteries or are rechargeable items,

which one might forget. The Safety Compact Mirror is designed not to have those problems. It

has a mini solar panel on the bottom. It is bluetooth so it automatically connects to your phone

and the features as well.

This Safety Compact Mirror is very convenient for anyone who likes having a mirror

with themselves, like myself. I have designed a very practical innovative solution that solves the

problem discussed above. Upon looking at this product it looks

like a regular compact. It has a keychain where you can add to

your keys or anywhere. The best part is it has hidden features the

compact has to offer. Most products that already exist on Amazon
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or Aliexpress have batteries or need to be charged. I know some

people don't like having to constantly remember to charge or

change the batteries often. This compact is a solar energy, as long as

it has direct sunlight or light hitting it, it will never lack battery percentage. You can locate it at

the bottom of the compact mirror , near where the keychain is. Upon opening the compact it

functions as a regular mirror. If you look closely, it has a hidden camera where it can secretly

record when you feel like you're being followed. It is bluetooth so you can connect it to

your phone as well. Another feature that this product provides is on

the top of the compact. It has 3 cool features if you look closely. The first feature is the mini

camera, that if you tap it also records upon pressing it. In a worse case scenario, you wouldn't

have to open the whole compact to record when it's already featured on the outside. The other

two features are buttons. The first button is, an “SOS”, that can alert a local police station in case
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of any emergency that is happening around or to you.

The other button, as mentioned before, is bluetooth so you're able to set it up to three contacts to

alert. Quick and easy to set up in case of danger. Another option is in the inside of the mirror. It

has a push button, and when you press it a little mini blade comes out.

Safety gadgets already exist and are usually with batteries or reachable options. Which myself i

don't like because I forget to charge it or get annoyed when batteries don't work. Some of the

options are tasers or alarms. I had one but it ended up not working for me once it arrived. So I

returned it.


